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About This Game

Mutant Storm progresses over 89 levels of twin-stick shooter mayhem! As you get deeper, you are ever more overcrowded with
nasty beasties. This carnival of frenetic fun is showcased in a cutting edge graphics extravaganza.

Viewed from well above, you and your enemies can always be seen. Always be killed, and always be laughed at! There is no
hiding. No tactics. No planning. No Net.

Your enemies created this world and they sure ain’t gonna help you out!

You like to play hard? Then the game gets harder. Feel like you're doing well? ... Enjoy it while it lasts!

Survive long enough, and you get rewarded with score multipliers, doubling your score. Making your enemies even angrier, and
that bit more determined to kill you!

Lose a life and watch your multipliers tumble, and the beasties slow down and relax, safe in the knowledge that you are just a
big softy really!!

After you conquer all 89 levels you’ll be awarded a ‘White Belt’. Progress to win all 8 belts until you possess the much coveted
Mutant Storm ‘Black Belt’.

Key Features
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89 Levels

Adventure & Tally gameplay modes

7 Difficulty levels

Over 20 unique enemies

Psychedelic 3D visuals and effects

Global Online Leaderboards

Local multiplayer

Achievements
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Title: Mutant Storm: Reloaded
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Publisher:
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English,French,German,Italian
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mutant storm reloaded xbox 360. mutant storm reloaded. mutant storm reloaded pc download

i think that this game has a lot of potentional, andis realy fun to play, its just realy short.. Nice game in the beginning but a few
thinks make it unplayable.

- Animals dying because they are too stupid to walk to the water\/food alone.
- Research is set to zero when the responsible person quites the job, even for finished research projects. I tried to raise the salary
to keep all employees, but it did not work.

It is impossible to play the game like this.... Absolute Master Piece. This genre tends to feel over saturated. Candy crush did it
best and every other company attempted to mimic it. However, this game has surpassed previous limits and ascended into game
history. Graphics? AMAZING! Story? AMAZING! Character development? AMAZING! Gameplay? AMAZING! Even the
music can bring me to tears it is that polished. Blood, sweat and tears were put into the crafting of this perfection. This game has
shook the gaming world like no other game before and I just hope you will also get to experience it too.

10/10 would game again. Bet game ever i dont need to write alot for telling you how awesome this game is :DDDDDDDDD.
My friends and I play Black & White Bushido locally in Big Picture Mode with controllers. We find it to be a fun little indie
game.

Unfortunately, it is unlikely that you will be able to find someone to play in online multiplayer anymore. That seems to be the
reason for the mixed reviews.

In any case, I definitely recommend the game for local co-op.. Sad really. It feels like one of those B-list Eastern European
RPGs (think Risen or Two Worlds) but barely half-finished. One area, very poor optimisation, janky combat, rough graphics,
menus from the 90s; the list goes on.

I'd be prepared to give it the benefit of the doubt if it hadn't been 2 full years since the last update. the fact I got the game for
79p says how much the developers now think it's worth. Maybe one day development will start up again and it'll be amazing.
However I'll probably be old and uniterested by that time.. I love tower defense games, but this one is not so good.
For some reason, when i start the game, it does not fill my screen, (unlike every other game I've ever played).
And the graphics are horrible.
Game-play was ok, but the graphics and screen issues wore me down quick.. its a good game
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nice game, slow paced music is nasty get head phones to jam out lol all in all nice game. The submarine control interface is
poorly designed and makes the game nearly unplayable. Further, there is a glitch that causes you to warp through the walls when
you are diving outside the submarine. When in Dive mode, C4 sometimes doesn't trigger and if you have to move diagonally in
an inclosed space, you can get hung up on the terrain. Way too much trouble and not fun. Refund requested.. Was an amazing
game with a great story. BUT SO ANNOYING. Only 4 episodes with completely different stories. Its ur decision to choose to
buy this game.. Great puzzle game. It is a good game, but, there is an issue where atmosphere gets low, with means people
dislike it and a large number of reductions happen, please nerf the reductions (IE low atmosphere score = -100% low income
families is the current, make it something like -50%, or make it so that wallpapers, flooring and some decor can increase the
atmosphere.)

Overall, this game has the potential to be one of the best in the market (I saw gameplay of it from a twitch streamer, which then
inspired me to play). Even in the early access state I have accumulated 3.5hrs in my first day, and counting, and I hope to
continue playing it for the foreseeable future.

I understand the game is in early access, so when these improvements have been put out I will change my response (Either by
commenting or editing this one, i don't know as this is the first time I am reviewing a game on steam!

Thanks for a good game so far, Alain!. it has fleebs from rick and morty 10 out of 10 unless you count fleebs that are pink
fluffy balls that a purple monster eats the ♥♥♥♥ out of than yes it counts. Good Game ... so fun and i love it. Yep well , i don't
really like this but man i really thought i was gonna like this game , cool graphics , going through all of hell . I was like hell yeah
gimme that . But then once in game you'll learn this is senile grandpa simulator with extra steps . I guess i didn't really payed
attention to that ' amazing story ' when you'll spend 99% of your time chasing small light spheres or the fact that you are freakin
as slow a an 98 year old grandpa at the liquor store . I just payed attention to the fact that this game really is for a chosen
audience and that it will certainly not satisfy everyone ( me the first) so be prepared to refund . Well made and everything but
just really boring .. First off I have to give a tip of the hat to the dev team, they made a great game and in my opinion this is a
must have for your VR collection.

I am running this on a 1080 graphics card on ultra settings and I havent had any motion sickness problems.

Dev team is very responsive, I reported a problem via the discussion forums and within minutes a dev was responding to my
issue and less than 24 hours they said a fix is already in the works. So Kudos for that!

Gameplay wise this has a lot of replayability, I played 1 multi player match and had a ton of fun! I can't recommend this game
enough. If you are thinking of buying it DO IT! You won't regret it!
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